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spent exclusively on evoking conservative themes

even though it ruled that Bakke had been illegally

of individual initiative and enterprise. And by

denied admission, the court declared that race

suggesting that "cultural changes within the in‐

could be used as one criterion in admission poli‐

tended beneficiary groups would be necessary in
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Sowell's book raises important and provoca‐
tive issues and offers a wealth of resources on af‐

[3]. Laura D. Jenkins, "Preferential Policies for

firmative action policies and practices around the

Disadvantaged Groups: Employment and Educa‐

world. It makes a major contribution to the litera‐

tion," in Ethnic Diversity and Public Policy: A

ture on the subject. But his inability to wean him‐

Comparative Inquiry, ed. Crawford Young (New

self from the tired yet stubborn conservative pre‐

York: St. Martin's Press, 1998), p. 223.

cepts of a culture of poverty, a zealous adherence
to the role of individual initiative and enterprise,
and a casual dismissal of the significance of struc‐
tural and historical sources of inequality, makes
his mission suspect. Sowell repeatedly accuses the
proponents of affirmative action as "dishonest"
for their refusal to acknowledge the failure of the
program while continuing to mythologize its
achievements. In this book, Sowell's sincerity is
equally suspect since he resolutely refuses to step
out of the box of worn-out conservative prescrip‐
tions to offer any "honest" solutions, which could
radically and fundamentally alter the future of in‐
tergroup relations. He thus falls short of his own
assurance that "the humbling admission of our in‐
herent limitations as human beings (is no) reason
for failing to do the considerable number of
things which can still be done." His book gives us
little hope of attaining this worthy goal.
Notes
[1]. The word "schedule" refers to the fifth
schedule or appendix to the Constitution of India
where provisions regarding the administration of
tribes, castes, and territories are designated.
[2]. In Bakke (1978), the U.S. Supreme Court,
in a split decision, ruled that affirmative action
was constitutional but prohibited racial quotas;
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